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In biological transport mechanisms such as insect respiration and renal filtration,
fluid travels along a leaky channel allowing exchange with systems exterior the the
channel. The channels in these systems may undergo peristaltic pumping which is
thought to enhance the material exchange. To date, little analytic work has been
done to study the effect of pumping on material extraction across the channel walls.
In this paper, we examine a fluid extraction model in which fluid flowing through a
leaky channel is exchanged with fluid in a reservoir. The channel walls are allowed
to contract and expand uniformly, simulating a pumping mechanism. In order to
efficiently determine solutions of the model, we derive a formal power series solution
for the Stokes equations in a finite channel with uniformly contracting/expanding
permeable walls. This flow has been well studied in the case of weakly permeable
channel walls in which the normal velocity at the channel walls is proportional to
the wall velocity. In contrast we do not assume weakly driven flow, but flow driven
by hydrostatic pressure, and we use Dacry’s law to close our system for normal wall
velocity. We use our flow solution to examine flux across the channel-reservoir barrier
and demonstrate that pumping can either enhance or impede fluid extraction across
channel walls. We find that associated with each set of physical flow and pumping
parameters, there are optimal reservoir conditions that maximizes the amount of
material flowing from the channel into the reservoir.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Flow through permeable channels at small Reynolds number occurs in a variety of physical
and biological applications. In air flow in trachea1,2 and urine in renal collecting ducts3, fluid
flow is altered via muscle contractions that can deform and change the cross sectional area
of transport systems. In the instance of insect respiration, it is experimentally understood
that pumping due to thoracic or dorsal ventral muscles enhances oxygen intake and carbon
dioxide output2; however, it is unclear if mechanism behind the enhanced respiration arises
primarily from the increased advection leading to refreshed air and hence enhanced diffusion
across the tracheal membrane, or from secondary pressure-driven flows across the tracheal
membranes due to the motion at the wall. In renal filtration a similar question persists in
experimental studies and it remains controversial to what degree pumping, caused by muscle
contraction along the papilla, augments the molarity of waste products and salts in urine3.
To study this problem, we consider a simple filtration model in which fluid is exchanged
between a channel and a reservoir (or interstitium). The problem of fluid flow through per-
meable channels has been studied extensively over the past 60 years. A common physical
assumption is that the region exterior to the channel has a constant and fixed pressure,
and fluid flow across the channel wall is driven by the hydrostatic pressure difference, typi-
cally modeled linearly with Darcy’s law. The seminal work on this problem was performed
by Regirer4, who determined an asymptotic solution for flow through a channel with low
permeability and low Reynolds number. Subsequently, the problem of flow across channels
driven by Darcy’s law has been expanded in a number of ways5–12. A related problem con-
sidering prescribed cross-channel velocities in pipes and channels has also been the subject
of significant investigation, beginning in 1953 with Berman13, and this problem has also
been extended in a variety of ways14–16. Whereas the above works assume static channels,
other investigations have examined channels and cylinders with deforming walls as a func-
tion of time17–24. All of these studies rely on concept of weak permeability in which the
flow velocity at the wall is considered to be proportional wall velocity and independent of
the hydrostatic pressure. Despite the physical reality that flow across channels is typically
driven by hydrostatic pressure, we know of no analytic work that examines walls in motion
while transcending the assumption of weak permeability.
In the present work we determine an exact solution for Stokes flow through a channel with
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permeable and uniformly moving walls. To derive this solution, we utilize the memoryless
nature of the Stokes equations. A wall in motion at any given point in time will be equivalent
to prescribing a velocity at the wall coupled with the hydrostatically driven velocity field
for a fixed channel width. We will solve this static problem and use it to construct stream
lines for a wall in motion at any given point in time.
With a channel flow solution, we may then calculate the flux between the channel and
reservoir. We make the assumption that fluid in the reservoir may also be exchanged through
pathways other than the channel-reservoir barrier. In the current model, we assume this
second exchange of reservoir fluid happens a rate proportional to the amount of fluid in the
reservoir. Physically, such a model suggests either a leak in the reservoir leading outside of
the considered system or some process that consumes the fluid such such as evaporation,
combustion, transport, or metabolism. To close the relationship between reservoir pressure,
and the amount of material within the reservoir, we consider a model in which the reservoir
pressure is proportional to the amount of fluid within the reservoir; we note that more
complicated closures may be incorporated, however do not consider these in the present
work.
With these assumptions, we model the homogeneous reservoir pressure pres as
p˙res = −γpres + αj(t, pres), (1)
where γ is the rate of extraction or metabolism, j is the material flux entering or leaving the
reservoir across the channel, and α is a constant of proportionality relating the volume flux
to the rate of change of pressure within the reservoir. The parameter α may be thought of as
a stiffness coefficient of the reservoir; one simple physical interpretation is the pressurization
of a piston with a spring in an attempt to return the system to an equilibrium volume. The
material flux may be derived by solving a system of fluid flow equations within the channel
and then calculating the fluid flux across the boundary. We assume that the channel has a
uniform width that changes in time. Along with pressure differences between the reservoir
and the inlet/outlet conditions on the channel, the change in channel width will produce
flux across the channel-reservoir barrier.
Having found a solution to the fluid flow equations, we then determine the flux between
the reservoir and channel at any point in time and numerically solve our model for the
reservoir pressure. We find that changes in the amplitude and frequency of pumping can have
3
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significant effects on the amount of extracted fluid; the effects are shown to depend upon the
channel length, the properties of the reservoir, and the system temperature. Furthermore,
we determine that there is a unique value of α that optimizes material extraction; such a
result may have impact both on understanding the biological systems mentioned above as
well as on filtration applications.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND SOLUTION
We begin this work by determining a formal power series solution for the flow described in
the introduction; below we will utilize this solution in our model for pres. In two dimensions,
the problem of Stokes flow with permeable boundary conditions and moving walls can be
stated as
p(−L,±r(t)) = P−L, p(L,±r(t)) = PL (2)
∇p = µ∆~u, ∇ · ~u = 0, (3)
u(x,±r(t)) = 0, (4)
v(x,±r(t)) = ±[κ(p(x,±r(t))− pres) + r˙(t)], (5)
where p is the pressure field; u, v are the axial and cross sectional velocity fields, respectively;
P±L are the pressure boundary conditions at x = ±L, respectively with y = ±r(t); r(t) is the
half channel width as a function of time (uniform in space); and pres is the (uniform in space)
pressure in the region of space exterior to the channel, considered to be some reservoir of fluid
(see fig. 1). We let x and y denote the axial and cross sectional coordinates, respectively.
The choice of Darcy’s law along with no slip boundary conditions at the channel walls has
been previously justified in the case of isotropic boundaries with small permeability10, and
can be further justified in biological applications where water moves across epithelial cell
membranes through water channels in the normal, but not tangential, direction resulting in
an anisotropic permeability for the membrane wall. pres may also be set to zero without loss
of generality. We also note that we may change the boundary conditions from pressure to
averaged flow conditions, for example∫ r(t)
−r(t)
u(±L, y)dy = U¯±L. (6)
Finally, we will assume that r is a periodic function in time with period T .
4
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FIG. 1. A schematic of the physical set up. The channel walls are moving toward each in the
direction of the arrows and the pressure is fixed at the corner positions. The pressure exterior to
the channel is uniform.
To compute the solution we first note that the problem may be divided into two simplified
problems via the linearity of the Stokes equations. We separate the pressure-driven flow
from the wall-driven flow by noting that the solution to equations 2-5 may be written as a
superposition of solutions to the system given the pressure driven flow
pp(−L,±r(t)) = P−L, p(L,±r(t)) = PL (7)
∇pp = µ∆~up, ∇ · ~up = 0, (8)
up(x,±r(t)) = 0, (9)
vp(x,±r(t)) = ±[κ(pp(x,±r(t))− pres)], (10)
and the wall driven flow
pw(−L,±r(t)) = 0, pw(L,±r(t)) = 0 (11)
∇pw = µ∆~uw, ∇ · ~uw = 0, (12)
uw(x,±r(t)) = 0, (13)
vw(x,±r(t)) = ±[κ(pw(x,±r(t))) + r˙(t)], (14)
where 
p
u
v
 =

pp
up
vp
+

pw
uw
vw
 . (15)
The pressure driven flow (equations 7-10) has been well studied; an exact solution12 and
many approximations for small permeability at non-zero Reynolds number can be found in
the literature (see for example refs. 8 and 10).
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We will therefore restrict our focus to equations 11-14. We begin by nondimensionalizing
this system at a fixed time with nondimensional variables
x˜ = x/r(t), y˜ = y/r(t), (16)
u˜ = u/r˙(t), v˜ = v/r˙(t) (17)
p˜ = pκ/r˙(t). (18)
Dropping the tildes and the subscript specifying wall driven flow, we arrive at the nondi-
mensional equations
p(−`,±1) = 0, p(`,±1) = 0, (19)
∇p = A∆~u, ∇ · ~u = 0, (20)
u(x,±1) = 0, (21)
v(x,±1) = ±(p(x,±1) + 1), (22)
where
` =
L
r(t)
, A = µκ
r(t)
. (23)
As previously noted, the memoryless nature of Stokes flows allows us to simply determine a
solution for any fixed value of time.
A. Solving the nondimensionalized system
To solve equations 19-22, we will develop a formal expansion, letting
p
u
v
 =
∞∑
n=1

pn
un
vn
 , (24)
in which the normal velocity condition for the nth term satisfies the Darcy relationship for
the residual pressure of the (n − 1)th term. To start the recursive procedure, we let the
n = 1 term satisfy the boundary condition given by the wall motion. In other words, the
boundary conditions for the normal velocity in each term are
vn(x,±1) =
±1, n = 1±pn−1(x,±1), n > 1, (25)
6
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which are used as boundary conditions for the set of equations given by the system
pn(−`,±1) = 0, pn(`,±1) = 0, (26)
∇pn = A∆ ~un, ∇ · ~un = 0, (27)
un(x,±1) = 0, (28)
for all n ∈ N.
Below we will demonstrate that this recursive formula leads to a formal power series
solution for (p, u, v). We will then investigate the effects of the parameters A and ` have on
the convergence properties of this expansion.
1. Inductive procedure to determine the formal series expansion
The first order term (at n = 1) is equivalent to the zeroth order expansion of the Berman
problem13. It has the solution
u1(x, y) =
3x
2
(
y2 − 1) , (29)
v1(x, y) =
1
2
(3y − y3), (30)
p1(x, y) =
3A
2
(x2 − y2 − `2 + 1). (31)
The normal velocity boundary condition for the second element of the expansion is then
v2(x,±1) = 3A
2
(x2 − `2). (32)
We note that we have a constant plus a quadratic term in x. Due to the linearity of the
Stokes equations, we can separate the two terms on the right hand side of equation 32,
and note that the constant boundary velocity term, 3A`2/2, already gives rise to a solution
promotional to the Berman solution presented in equations 29-31. As shown below, the
O(x2) term found in equation 32 will result in a residual pressure that is a fourth order
polynomial in x with exclusively even coefficients. More generally, we will show that an nth
degree polynomial of x2 for the vn velocity at the boundary will lead to a residual pressure
that is an (n + 1)th degree polynomial of x2. We will show this by induction and will also
present a simple algorithm for constructing the higher order systems.
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Proposition 1. If equations 26-28 are closed with a normal wall velocity prescribed by an
nth-degree polynomial of x2,
vn(x,±1) = ±
n∑
j=0
ajx
2j,
then the pressure pn at the boundary will be an (n+ 1)th degree polynomial of x
2,
pn(x,±1) = ±
n+1∑
j=0
bjx
2j.
To prove the proposition by induction, we first note that the base case has already been
satisfied (equations 29-31). Supposing the inductive hypothesis holds true, we may note that
each individual term in the polynomial for vn with j < n − 1 leads to a residual pressure
that is a polynomial of degree at most (n − 1) of x2 at the boundary. Therefore we must
demonstrate that
vn(x,±1) = ±anx2(n−1) (33)
leads to a residual pressure that is a polynomial of n of x2 at the boundary. We set an = 1
without loss of generality, due to the linearity of the equations.
Let ψn be the flow potential such that un = ∂yψn and vn = −∂xψn. Due to the symmetry
of the boundary conditions on the pressure and velocity at the boundaries, we assume that
the flow profile un is odd in x and even in y, that vn is even in x and odd in y, and that pn
is even in both x and y. Next, let us suppose there exists a finite power series such that
ψn =
(n+1)∑
j=0
(n+1−j)∑
i=0
cijx
2i+1y2j+1. (34)
This ansatz is natural in that it (i) ensures the symmetry conditions listed above, (ii) may
satisfy the boundary conditions. We note that should this ansatz give rise to a solution,
then the pressure will be given by the indefinite integral
p(x, y) =
∫
∆∂yφndx+ f(y), (35)
with an unknown constant of integration f that is a function of y alone. By directly inte-
grating equation 34 and then setting y = 1, one obtains that the pressure at the boundary
is a polynomial in x of degree 2(n + 1). The symmetric boundary condition at y = −1 is
satisfied due to the symmetry of the ansatz presented in equation 34.
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We then check condition (ii), which is equivalent to showing that the ansatz leads to a
solution to the system given in equations 26-28, or that
∆∆ψn = 0, (36)
−∂xψn(x,±1) = ±x2(n−1), (37)
∂yψn(x,±1) = 0. (38)
The only unknowns left in the system are the cij’s, of which there are (n + 3)(n + 2)/2.
Plugging ψn into the biharmonic equation and equating powers x and y results in (n+1)n/2
equations described by
P
(2i+3)
4 c(i+1)(j−1) + 2P
(2i+1)
2 P
2j+1
2 cij
+ P
(2j+3)
4 c(i−1)(j+1) = 0, (39)
for j ∈ {1, n} and i ∈ {1, n + 1 − j} due to the fact that when i = 0 or j = 0, the linear
terms in x and y (respectively) vanish upon the first application of the Laplacian. We also
note that P nk represents the k-permutations of n. The normal velocity condition and no slip
condition require that
−
n+1−i∑
j=0
(2i+ 1)cij = δin, (40)
n+1−i∑
j=0
(2j + 1)cij = 0. (41)
for i ∈ {0, n + 1} and where δij denotes the Kronecker-δ function. This system leads to an
additional 2(n+ 2) equations. According to the above calculations there appears to be one
more equation than unknown, hinting that the system may be over determined. However,
there is a trivial redundancy when i = n+ 1 in equations 40 and 41 which give, respectively,
(2n+ 3)c(n+1)0 = 0, and (42)
c(n+1)0 = 0. (43)
Thus we have reduced the system to a square matrix equation. Next we will show the
nonsingularity of the matrix by developing a recursion formula to directly solve the system.
To do this we note from above that c(n+1)0 = 0 and that we have (n + 2 − i) unknowns
9
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with two equations for every fixed value of i using equations 40 and 41. We have already
determined the case where i = n+ 1. For i = n we obtain the 2× 2 dimensional system 1 3
(2n+ 1) (2n+ 1)
 cn0
cn1
 =
 0
−1
 , (44)
which has solution
cn0 = − 3
2(2n+ 1)
, cn1 =
1
2(2n+ 1)
. (45)
Proceeding recursively, we assume that we have found cij for all values of i
′ greater than
some fixed i and j = {1, ..., n+ 1− i′} for each value of i′ > i. We seek to demonstrate that
equation 39 can be used to determine cij for j ≥ 2, thereby reducing the (n+ 2− i) to two
parameters (namely ci0 and ci1). That is equations 40 and 41 are reduced to 1 3
(2i+ 1) (2i+ 1)
 ci0
ci1
+
 C1
C2
 =
 0
0
 , (46)
with
C1 =
n+1−i∑
j=2
(2j + 1)cij, C2 =
n+1−i∑
j=2
(2i+ 1)cij. (47)
This system is linearly independent. Thus the entire system is invertible and a unique
polynomial exists. The remaining claim is straightforward as we have equation 39 for all
values of i ≥ 1, and thus we can find cij (for 1 < j < n + 1 − i) by setting it as a function
of c(i+1)(j−1) and c(i+2)(j−2)
cij =
P
(2i+3)
4 c(i+2)(j−2) + 2P
(2i+3)
2 P
2j−1
2 c(i+1)(j−1)
P
(2j+1)
4
. (48)
This procedure may then be repeated up to the case in which i = 1 and we have thus found
a recursive algorithm for the solution to equations 26-28 with normal velocity boundary
condition given by equation 33. This completes the proof of proposition 1. 
Because the pressure pn is the boundary condition for the normal velocity vn+1, this
proposition allows us to recursively construct a formal power series solution for equations
19-22, provided that the expansion converges. In the next subsection we will examine the
convergence properties of this expansion conditioned on the nondimensional parameters A
and `.
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2. Convergence
To demonstrate the convergence of the series expansion, we seek an upper bound on the
radius of convergence.
First we note that ψn may be written in terms of the highest order term in x, given by
equation 45 as
ψn(x, y) = An
(
y3x2n+1 − 3yx2n+1
2(2n+ 1)
+ o(x2n−1))
)
. (49)
Letting the potential function be Ψ =
∑∞
n=1 ψn, we use the ratio test to find an upper bound
on the radius of convergence in x, and find that |x| < A−1/2, which provides an upper bound
for ` based on A.
Next, we analyze the convergence numerically by examining a variety of values for
A and `. Due to the criteria of the ratio test that A`2 < 1, we plot the convergence
regimes parametrized by log(A) and A`2. There will be no error between the approximation
ΨN =
∑N
i=1 ψn and the exact solution for all equations except the normal velocity boundary
condition, presented in equation 22. Thus we define the error to be ||VN−(1+PN)||∞, where
VN =
∑N
n=1 vn and PN =
∑N
n=1 pn. We define the relative error to be the error normalized
by sup norm of the average between P + 1 and V given as
(N) ≡ ||VN − (1 + PN)||∞1
2
(||VN ||∞ + ||(1 + PN)||∞) . (50)
We vary A between 10−5 and 1 on a log scale and A`2 between 0.01 and 1. We increase N
until either the relative error is below a threshold (set to be 10−4) or until N = 25. We record
the regions of convergence along with the depth of recursion needed to find convergence in
figure 2(a), and display the rate of convergence in figure 2(b). We note that for figure 2(b),
we do not consider whether or not the error threshold has been achieved but instead report
the order of the convergence.
We find that the upper bound of A`2 < 1 is not sharp over all parameter regimes.
Indeed, the error is increasing between truncation value N = 24 and N = 25 for all values
of A`2 > 0.56. In the current parameter runs we have found an approximate upper bound
on A of 10−5/8. We did not numerically investigate a sharper restriction as permeabilities
greater than A = 10−5/8 require an exceedingly short channel, with channel length less than
one fifth of the channel width, in order for the recursive solution to converge. Thus the
11
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FIG. 2. The number of recursive steps needed to obtain a relative error of 10−4 is displayed (a).
The maximum number of steps taken is limited to 25. We have only investigated parameters above
the dashed line which displays A`2 = 0.01. In order to determine the rate of convergence, and
the existence of other parameters for which the recursive solution converges, we plot the rate of
convergence given by a linear fit of log10((N)) as a function of N . Regions colored white (and
above the dashed line) signify diverging power series (b). We plot the line A`2 = 1 which is an
analytically derived upper bound of this product and A`2 = 0.56 which is the numerically derived
upper bound.
resulting formal solution is unlikely to be of any aid in modeling physical systems in this
parameter regime. Our numerical results also reveal that the recursive technique will not
converge when (equivalently) the length is too long or the channel width too narrow by
bounding ` for fixed A.
III. SOLUTION PROPERTIES
Having determined a formal series solution and numerically investigated convergence
properties, we now investigate the properties of our solution in the context of previous work
12
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(see below). We begin by analyzing the assumption of weak permeability. We continue by
determining the proximity of our solution to a self-similar solution in the axial direction, as
much of the work in this field has investigated solutions with this property.
A. A comparison with the assumption of weak permeability
As previously noted, there has been a considerable amount of work examining the as-
sumption of weak permeability (see, for example, refs. 17–24). Weak permeability assumes
that the velocity at the wall is proportional, but not equal, to the wall velocity at all points
along the tube. That is, the normal boundary velocity (eqn. 5) is given by
v(x,±r(t)) = r˙(t)/c, (51)
where the permeance coefficient c represents the ratio between the wall speed and the flow
velocity at the wall. In nondimensional units this boundary condition becomes
v(x,±1) = 1/c. (52)
It is natural to ask how our model, driven by a hydrostatic pressure difference across the
channel walls, compares to a model assuming weak permeability. To analyze this, we ignore
the pressure driven flow, use our recursive solution to equations 19-22 and approximate
1
c
= v¯ ≡ 1
2`
∫ `
−`
v(x, 1)dx. (53)
We then determine the relative variation away from the assumption of weak permeability as
σwp ≡ 1|v¯|
√
1
2`
∫ `
−`
(v(x, 1)− v¯)2dx. (54)
σwp is constructed so that it is invariant under linear spatial transformations. As shown
in figure 3, the assumption of weak permeability breaks down for all values of the nondi-
mensional permeability, A, as the ratio between channel length and width, `, increases.
Additionally, for values of A < 0.1, the variation σ is roughly fixed when a value for A`2
is fixed. To see this concretely we overlay plots of σwp as a function of A`2 for values of
A ∈ [10−6, 3.16× 10−3] in figure 4.
13
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FIG. 3. The variation σwp away from the weakly permeable limit. Note that for all values of the
nondimensional permeability, A, the assumption of weak permeability breaks down as the ratio
between channel length and width, ` is sufficiently large. Additionally, we display the level set
curve on which the variation is 10% (white dot-dashed line) and 20% (white dashed line).
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FIG. 4. Variation σwp as a function of A`2 is in roughly invariant for A ∈ [10−6, 3.16× 10−3]. The
profile is nearly invariant for these small values of A.
B. Flow profile variation along the axial direction
Perhaps the most common technique in developing analytic theory of flow through per-
meable channels and pipes is to assume a self similar profile along the axial direction. The
present series expansion is not self similar (see equation 49). Nevertheless, one may ask how
the profiles of the field variables change with respect to the axial position.
We proceed both analytically and numerically. For the analytic aspect, we first take a
14
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different nondimensionalization of equations 2-5 by letting
x˜ = x/r(t), y˜ = y/r(t), (55)
u˜ = u/r˙(t), v˜ = v/r˙(t) (56)
p˜ = pκ/Ar˙(t). (57)
Setting the boundary pressures to be zero, we arrive at a new system of nondimensional
equations (dropping tildes)
p(−`,±1) = 0, p(`,±1) = 0, (58)
∇p = ∆~u, ∇ · ~u = 0, (59)
u(x,±1) = 0, (60)
v(x,±1) = ±(Ap(x,±1) + 1). (61)
This system may be solved using an algorithm identical to that presented in section II A,
with the exception of an extra-power of A in the expansion for p which is accounted for
in the new nondimensional units. Thus we may now view the formal series expansion as
an asymptotic expansion about small values for A. This is a reasonable restriction given
that the series only converges for sufficiently small values of A. We then note that we may
approximate our solution with the first two terms in the asymptotic expansion, where the
zeroth order term, O(A0), corresponds to Berman’s solution. This expansion predicts that
u(x, y) ≈ 3
20
x
(−1 + y2)×(
10 +A (1− 15`2 + 5x2 − 5y2)) , (62)
v(x, y) ≈ 1
20
y
[
− 10 (−3 + y2)+
3A
{
5`2
(−3 + y2)−
5x2
(−3 + y2)+ (−1 + y2)2 }]. (63)
Although these approximations are, strictly speaking, not self similar profiles, the deviation
is small. This can be seen by considering the variance in the profile
σp(w) ≡ sup
x1,x2∈[0,`]
inf
β∈R
√√√√∫ 1−1(w(x1, y)− βw(x2, y))2dy∫ 1
−1w(x1, y)
2dy
. (64)
15
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Because the integrands are polynomials, we can analytically determine σp(u) and σp(v) for
any given set of parameters A and `. In figure 5, we plot max(σp(u), σp(v)) and see that
with the leading order asymptotic theory, the profile variation stays below 5 × 10−3. We
repeat the analysis numerically for profiles that have converged below the error tolerance.
To save on the numerical expense of directly calculating σp(w), we approximate it by setting
β = maxy(|w(x1, y)/w(x2, y)|) and consider the limit as x1 → ` and x2 → 0. Our choice
for β ensures that computed value will be an upper bound for σp; our choice for x1 and x2
is made because numerical test cases suggest this will yield the greatest difference in the
profile shape. We find that the profiles vary less as more terms in the series expansion are
added. All profile variations for the numerical results were bounded below 5× 10−7, which
is a surprising result considering that the error tolerance on the numerical scheme was set to
10−4. This may explain the fluctuations in figure 5(b). There is nothing a priori to suggest
the solution should form a self similar profile; indeed σp(p) the pressure profile is not self
similar in the pressure profile. Nevertheless, we have shown that the profile may be well
approximated by a self similar profile.
C. Range of validity
We now consider the types of systems for which the above solution may be valid. We
begin by remarking that as the channel becomes thinner, ` becomes larger for fixed length,
and thus our solution will only be valid so long as inft∈R r(t) ≥ 3
√
0.56/κµL. For fixed κ
and µ this sets an upper bound on the allowable length scales of the channel. In ref. 10, the
authors perform a brief literature review and find that A is typically in the range of 10−6 and
10−14 nondimensional permeability. This means that the maximal channel to tube length
ratio (maxt ` = maxt L/r(t)) must be somewhere in the range of 7.5 × 102 and 7.5 × 106
depending on the value of A. The solution will break down for fully compressed channels
for which r(t)→ 0.
IV. AN AVERAGED FLOW MODEL FOR MATERIAL EXTRACTION
Having determined a solution for a specified range of parameters above, we now return to
the model for pres presented in equation 1. We adopt a periodic, symmetric-in-time pumping
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FIG. 5. We plot max(σp(u), σp(v)) for the asymptotic expansion presented in equations 62 and
63 (a). We also plot max(σp(u), σp(v)) for the solutions that have converged numerically with an
error tolerance of 10−4 (b).
strategy such that
r(t) = r¯ + A sin(ωt). (65)
The flux in equation 1 may now be described as
j(t, pres) =
∫ L
−L
(
v(x, r(t); pres)− r˙(t)
)
dx, (66)
where v is the normal velocity from equations 2-5. We subtract the speed of the wall in the
interior of the integral of equation 66 in order to obtain the flux across the wall, and then
integrate to determine the total flow into the reservoir. The parameter α relates the rate of
reservoir volume change to the rate of pressure change. One simple physical interpretation
is the pressurization of a piston with a spring in an attempt to return the system to an
equilibrium volume. More complex models that relate volume flux to pressure are also
possible, but we do not consider them in the present work.
We will denote the pressure driven flow (the solution of equations 7-10) as vpress(x) =
vp(x, r(t)) and the wall motion-driven flow (the solution of equations 11-14) as vpump(x) =
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v(x, r(t)). From the solution to equations 7-1012, we determine that the normal velocity at
y = r(t) from the pressure driven flow is given by
vpress(x, y = r(t)) = κ
PL + P−L − 2pres
2
cosh (λ(t)x/r(t))
cosh(Lλ(t)/r(t))
+
PL − P−L
2
sinh
(
λ(t)x
r(t)
)
sinh (Lλ(t)/r(t))
, (67)
where λ(t) is the solution to the transcendental equation
A(t) ≡ κµ
r(t)
=
1
2
(
1
cos2(λ(t))
− sin(λ(t))
λ(t) cos(λ(t))
)
. (68)
To nondimensionalize equation 66, we set
t = t˜/γ, pres = αr¯
2p˜res, r(t) = r˜(t)r¯, (69)
and obtain
˙˜pres =− p˜res r˜(t˜)
λ(t˜)
(Ξ−Υp˜res(t˜)) tanh(λ(t˜)`(t˜))
+ ΘΩ cos(Ωt˜)
∫ `(t˜)
−`(t˜)
(
vpump(x, 1;A(t˜), `(t˜))− 1
)
dx, (70)
where vpump is the (nondimensional) solution for equations 19-22 parametrized by A(t˜) and
`(t˜). The nondimensional constants are defined as
Ξ =
κ(PL + P−L)
γr¯
, Υ =
2αr¯κ
γ
, A¯ = κµ
r¯
, (71)
¯`= L/r¯, Θ =
A
r¯
, Ω =
ω
γ
, (72)
and the time varying nondimensional parameters are defined as
A(t) = A¯/r˜(t˜), `(t) = ¯`/r˜(t˜). (73)
We thus arrive at a linear first order differential equation characterized by six nondi-
mensional parameters. We may express the exact solution of this equation in terms of a
convolution
p˜res(t˜) =p˜res(0) exp
(
−
∫ t˜
0
g(s)
)
+ exp
(
−
∫ t˜
0
g(s)
)
∗ f(t˜), (74)
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where
g(t˜) ≡1 + Υ r˜(t˜)
λ(t˜)
tanh(λ(t˜)`(t˜)) (75)
f(t˜) ≡Ξ r˜(t˜)
λ(t˜)
tanh(λ(t˜)`(t˜)) (76)
+ ΘΩ cos(Ωt˜)
∫ `(t˜)
−`(t˜)
(
vpump(x, 1;A(t˜), `(t˜))− 1
)
dx. (77)
By Floquet theory, a time-periodic solution exists, and since the coefficients are smooth,
this solution is unique up to transient behavior. Below we examine the effect of selected
parameters on the mean value of the reservoir pressure and we show that pumping can
indeed enhance the average material extraction.
A. Effect of varying Υ and optimal reservoir conditions
We consider the effect of changes in Υ, which is the ratio between the rate at which
material pressurizes the system, and the rate at which the material decays in the reservoir.
A reservoir which does not change pressure with incoming fluid corresponds to Υ = 0 and an
infinitely stiff reservoir corresponds to Υ → ∞. For simplicity, we set Ξ = 0, which means
that there is no material in the reservoir in the absence of pumping.
We first consider the limit of small Υ. We note that the coefficients have period 2pi/Ω.
Suppose then that we have a periodic solution and expand the solution in the Fourier basis.
The zeroth mode gives the mean value of the solution which corresponds to the zeroth mode
of f(t˜). We note that average value of f(t˜) is the amount of fluid that enters and exits the
reservoir after a contraction and expansion in the absence of metabolic activity, and therefore
has mean zero due to the reversibility of the Stokes equations. Thus periodic solutions for
the reservoir pressure have zero mean. This explains the case in which reservoir does not
change its pressure with respect to volume.
Next consider the limit of large Υ. In this case, f(t˜) is small compared to g(t˜) − 1, i.e.
ΘΩ/Υ =   1 (since Ξ = 0). We have determined in the previous section that f(t˜) is
absolutely bounded within its radius of convergence, and further note that g(t˜) > 1 for all
time, which implies that the first term of the convolution is bounded by 1. Letting M be the
absolute bound for f(t˜), we conclude that the convolution found in equation 74 is absolutely
bounded by M . Furthermore, the first term of equation 74 decays to zero in long time. It
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follows that the reservoir pressure goes to zero as → 0 and t˜→∞.
We have left to inquire about the intermediate values of Υ. To numerically investigate the
effect on Υ, we consider the restriction in parameter space of bounding −0.5 < Θ < 0.5. As
mentioned above, we consider realistic values for the nondimensional permeability, confining
A¯ ∈ [10−14, 10−6]. These two constraints determine a maximal value for ¯` of 265, to ensure
we remain within the radius of convergence of the formal power series for vpump. With these
constraints in mind, we proceed by setting Ω = 10, A¯ = 10−6, ¯` = 200, and vary |Θ| from
0.1 to 0.5, and Υ from 0 to 0.05. We then determine the long time average of p˜res(t˜),
〈p˜res(t˜)〉 = Ω
2pi
lim
t˜→∞
∫ t˜+pi/Ω
t˜−pi/Ω
p˜res(t˜)dt. (78)
We solve the system using Mathematica’s built-in NDSolve routine25. For the remainder of
the paper, we truncate the formal series solution for vpump at N = 5 since (i) the relative two
norm is below 0.5% and (ii) we have noticed no difference in the results presented below.
Results are shown in figure 6. For each value of Θ, an optimal value of Υ for material
extraction can be found between 0.016 and 0.021, which implies parameter regimes can
be identified in which pumping generates maximal enhanced material extraction. In other
words, there is an Υ that maximizes material extraction.
We continue by considering 〈p˜res〉 as a function of Υ for Ω ∈ [10, 100], ¯` ∈ [100, 200],
and A¯ ∈ [10−8, 10−6] (see figure 6 (b)-(d), respectively); additionally, Θ = 0.5, Ω = 10,
A¯ = 10−6, and ¯` = 200. Our results indicate that the optimal Υ is insensitive with respect
to Θ and A¯, changes with respect to ¯`, and is highly sensitive to changes in Ω. This suggests
that one ought to design a reservoir with a particular frequency in mind and then vary Θ
to change the amount of material extraction.
Qualitatively similar results were obtained for other parameters. For example, we present
the results obtained for Θ = 0.5, Ω = 0.1, A¯ = 10−7, ¯` = 500, and Ξ = 0 in figure 7. We
have not found any set of parameters for which pumping extracts material away from the
reservoir when Ξ = 0.
B. The dependency of 〈p˜res〉 on A¯, ¯`, and Ω.
Having determined the existence of an optimal value for Υ for several parameter ranges,
we next inquire how changes in the other parameters alter the average amount of material
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FIG. 6. Long time average reservoir pressure as a function of Υ for several values of Θ (a), Ω (b),
¯` (c), and A¯ (d). By default Θ = 0.5, Ω = 10, A¯ = 10−6, ¯`= 200, and Ξ = 0.
extracted. Material extraction as a function of A¯, ¯`, and Ω is shown in figure 8. By default
A¯ = 10−6, ¯` = 200, Ω = 10, Υ = 0.02, Θ = 0.3, and Ξ = 0. Our results indicate that
the mean reservoir pressure increases with Ω, whereas the gain appears to be bounded from
above. Qualitatively similar results are obtained for other points in parameter space (not
shown).
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FIG. 7. We plot the long time average reservoir pressure as a function of Υ for several values of
Θ (a), Ω (b), ¯` (c), and A¯ (d). When the variables are not being varied, we fix Θ = 0.5, Ω = 0.1,
A¯ = 10−7, ¯`= 500, and Ξ = 0.
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FIG. 8. We plot the long time average reservoir pressure as a function of A¯, ¯`, and Ω. When not
being viewed as an independent variable, A¯ = 10−6, ¯` = 200, and Ω = 10. We also fix Υ = 0.02,
Θ = 0.3, and Ξ = 0.
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FIG. 9. We fix p˜ssres = 1 and vary Υ setting Θ = 0.5, A¯ = 10−6, ¯`= 200, and Ω = 10.
C. The effect of Ξ
We conclude our parameter study by changing the average amount of material being
extracted in the absence of pumping, and determine the percent gain in material extraction
when pumping is introduced into the system. Parametrically, this means that we change Ξ,
and note that under no pumping (either Ω = 0 or Θ = 0), p˜res has a stable steady state
value given by
p˜ssres ≡ lim
t→∞
p˜res =
Ξr¯
λ(0)
× tanh(λ(0)
¯`)
1 + Υ tanh(λ(0)¯`)
. (79)
We set A¯ = 10−6, ¯`= 200, Ω = 10, Θ = 0.5 and vary Υ; for each value of Υ, we set Ξ so that
p˜ssres = 1. Simulation results demonstrate that for smaller values of Υ, material extraction
is impeded by roughly 4% (see figure 9). To identify the mechanism of this impedance, we
first note that for ¯` and A¯ fixed, the average pressure is expected to converge to p˜ssres = 1
in the limit that either Θ or Ω approach zero. We numerically test this idea by decreasing
both Ω and Θ and present our results in table I. We find that the reservoir pressure does
not approach the steady state value in the limit of Ω → 0, and instead decreases until it
converges to some value less than 1. As Θ→ 0 however, we do see p˜ssres → 1.
In the case that Ω → 0 the contribution of the mass flux due to pumping becomes
small when compared to the mass flux driven by the hydrostatic pressure. This suggests
that the third term on the righthand side of equation 70 becomes small. Assuming that
the contribution of flux from pumping remains bounded (as it will within the radius of
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Ω 10 1 0.1 0.01
〈p˜res〉 0.9631 0.9623 0.9614 0.9614
Θ 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1
〈p˜res〉 0.9791 0.9894 0.9956 0.9989
TABLE I. We examine the sensitivity of p˜ssres with respect to Ω and Θ with p˜
ss
res = 1, Υ = 10
−5,
¯`= 200, and A¯ = 10−6. When not being varied, Ω = 10 and Θ = 0.5.
convergence) we can write the solution to equation 70 with Ξ 6= 0 as
p˜res(t˜) =p˜res(0) exp
(
−
∫ t˜
0
g(s)
)
+ Ξ exp
(
−
∫ t˜
0
g(s)
)
∗ h(Ωt˜) +O(Ω), (80)
where
h(Ωt˜) ≡ Ξg(t˜)− 1
Υ
. (81)
To study this solution we first ignore the transient term by setting p˜res(0) = 0 and neglect
the small O(Ω). Next we set Υ = 0 to ensure that we examine the regime of parameter space
in which we expect material extraction to be impeded by pumping (see figure 9). Finally,
since we will examine the small limit of Ω, we set t˜ = 2piτ/Ω where τ ∈ [1, 2] so that we may
examine flow over a full period of pumping. We do not choose τ ∈ [0, 1] in order to avoid
considering the transient behavior for small values of t˜. We find that as Ω→ 0,
p˜res(2piτ/Ω) =
∫ 2piτ/Ω
0
e−sh(2piτ − Ωs)ds
∼
∫ 2piτ/Ω
0
e−sh(2piτ)ds
= h(2piτ) = Ξ
g(2piτ/Ω)− 1
Υ
. (82)
Figure 10 shows p˜res as a function of τ for several values of Θ, A¯, and ¯`. We find that the
reservoir pressure decreases when the channel is compressed and vice versa; however, this
effect is asymmetric. Indeed, this asymmetry enables the overall average to decrease in the
mean pressure reservoir for low values of Ω. As demonstrated in figure 9, this effect is seen
even when Ω = 10.
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FIG. 10. We fix p˜ssres = 1 and vary τ over a full period of expansion and contraction. When not
being varied, the parameters are fixed at Θ = 0.5, A¯ = 10−6, and ¯`= 200.
V. DISCUSSION
We have developed a model for material extraction and demonstrated both qualitatively
and quantitatively the mechanism by which uniform pumping enhances material extraction
from a channel with permeable walls. Furthermore, we have provided evidence of optimal
conditions for material extraction in terms of the ratio between reservoir stiffness and ma-
terial depletion. To determine the flux across the channel-reservoir barrier, we have derived
a formal series expansion for Stokes flow in a channel with permeable and uniformly mov-
ing walls. Although there has been a great deal of work examining this problem (see for
example17–24), we have examined a solution in which pressure gradient drives flow across
the boundary rather than weak permeability. To our knowledge, our work is the first to ex-
amine this boundary condition in the context of expanding and contracting walls. We have
investigated the convergence regimes of this series expansion and found analytic bounds for
the parameter domain of convergence, and have numerically determined the convergence
regimes with respect to the nondimensional permeability and channel length.
The simplicity and limitations of the present model when applied to biological processes
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such as insect respiration or renal filtration must be acknowledged. One discrepancy is that
while the present model represents uniformly moving walls, compression of the biological
channel typically occurs at a discrete location (insect respiration26) or in a wave like pattern
(renal filtration3). Secondly, exchange across the channel-reservoir barrier is typically not
as simple as a single homogenized fluid. In insect respiration, air may be thought of as a
mixture of oxygen and unusable elements such as nitrogen and carbon dioxide. To model
this distinction a phase field model may be more suitable for the air flow, and in addition
only oxygen should be depleted (and converted into waste) within the reservoir. However,
if the permeabilities for the waste and oxygen are equivalent, then the phase field model
would decouple from the flow equations, and the work presented here would be a first step
in solving such a model. In renal filtration, not only water is being filtered, but ions as
well. Thus osmotic pressures must be taken into account when considering fluid exchange
across the channel-reservoir barrier. Despite these limitations, having obtained a promising
first result on the effect of pumping on fluid extraction, we plan to investigate these more
realistic models in future work.
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